4D MESH

Tissue healing makes the difference

Early strength
Long-term safety and comfort
Optimised fibrosis
**PRODUCT’S KEY POINTS**

**Early strength and long-term comfort**

The 4DMesh concept lies in the 75% PLLA resorption which initially provides maximal strength to prevent early recurrences and in the long-term, leaves small amount of material thus persistent tensile strength for patient comfort\(^{(2)}\).

**Optimised fibrosis\(^{(1)}\)**

PLLA combined to polypropylene leads to an absence of mesh shrinkage and lower inflammation, leading to better tolerance compared to 100% polypropylene meshes.

The in-vivo animal study also shows earlier and higher amount of collagen fibers, thus an earlier support for abdominal wall repair.

**Easy to place\(^{(2)}\)**

Specifically in laparoscopy, thanks to the hydrophilic attribute of PLLA that holds the mesh in place against the abdominal wall.
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**> A FULL PRODUCT RANGE**

**LICHTENSTEIN**

**TAPP / TEP**

- Pre-shaped
- Pre-cut
- Flap

---

**> MATERIAL**

- 75% PLLA - resorbable / 25% polypropylene - non resorbable

---


(2) Preliminary results from ongoing multicenter 4Dmesh™ clinical study - Club Hernie registry.
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TISSUE HEALING MAKES THE DIFFERENCE

**4DMESH** is a hydrophilic partially resorbable implant, designed for the treatment of inguinal hernias by open and laparoscopic approach.